Perspectives and Challenges in Molecular-Based Diagnostics and Personalized Treatment for Recurrent High-Grade Gliomas
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Abstract

Glioblastoma is the most common and most malignant type of intrinsic brain tumor in adults. The standard of care for glioblastoma consists of surgical debulking followed by combined radiochemotherapy. The clinical efficacy of standard therapies for newly diagnosed glioblastomas is rather modest with the highest survival rate at 5-years being less than 10%. Inevitable recurrence after cytotoxic therapies poses the major challenge in the clinical management of high-grade gliomas. For recurrent glioblastomas, there is no standard therapy with lack of level one evidence for treatment efficacy. Recent evidence indicates that post-therapy recurrence in gliomas is a consequence of a plethora of molecular and cellular factors including intratumoural heterogeneity, functional hierarchy of distinct types of glioma cells, dynamic changes in the molecular landscapes and cellular composition of the tumour during therapy and the impact of particular treatment modalities. There is an emerging consensus that molecular distinctions within and between individual tumours is an important factor determining clinical outcomes. Consequently, integrated approaches based on the combination of molecular profiling with traditional methods such as immunohistochemical phenotyping, karyotyping and/or non-quantitative methylation-specific PCR have emerged as a promising venue towards increasing the predictive value of diagnostics for malignant brain tumors. The high level of inter-and intra-tumoural molecular diversity in gliomas underscores the need of integrating high throughput molecular profiling and pharmacogenomics into a diagnostic paradigm for gliomas and raises the possibility that molecular-instructed personalized treatments may provide clinical benefit to patients with glioblastoma, particularly in the setting of post-treatment recurrence. Here we discuss potential prospects and challenges of patient-tailored diagnostics and personalized treatment strategies for recurrent glioblastomas.
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Personalized Approach to Cancer Treatment

Personalized cancer therapy is the most promising and also the most challenging area of research in modern oncology. Reflecting this fact, PubMed search by terms "personalized cancer therapy", "precision cancer treatment" or "individualized cancer therapy" yields 4619, 4982 and 3821 entries as of March 2017. The underlying concept is that molecular distinctions between individual tumours/tumour subtypes within the same cancer can provide important instructions for delineating most effective treatment schemes particularly for cancers poorly responding to conventional treatments. Consequently, developing patient-tailored individualized therapy (IT) has become recognized as a promising venue improving the accuracy of diagnosis and stratification of treatment schemes for patients with treatment-refractory cancers [1-3]. A direct relationship between the level of genetic complexity and poor efficacy of therapeutic strategies based on the "one-treatment-for-all" principle can be seen in glioblastoma, a genetically complex cancer characterized by a high degree of molecular and cellular heterogeneity. The promise of high-throughput molecular-based diagnostics as a strategy for more accurate patient stratification and prognostic staging has been recognized as a matter of urgent priority for improving the efficacy of glioblastoma therapy [4,5]. In this article, we discuss the current state, perspectives and specific challenges in molecular characterization and development of personalized approaches for treatment-refractory glioblastoma.

Glioblastoma: General Facts

Glioblastoma is the most common, most aggressive and inevitably lethal brain tumor in adults [6]. A dismal prognosis in conjunction with limited treatment options place glioblastomas among most challenging human cancers today. Age and gender are the most significant risk factors. Glioblastoma is most frequently diagnosed at a later age (median age at diagnosis 64 years old), occur at slightly higher rates in men than women and have the highest rate of incidence in Caucasians [7-9]. Although a higher risk of developing glioblastoma has been associated with radiation exposure and germ line mutations causing neurofibromatosis (NF1 and NF2), Li Fraumeni syndrome (TP53), melanoma-astrocytoma syndrome (CDKN2A), tuberous sclerosis (TSC1/TSC2), Turcot syndrome (mismatch repair genes) and
Cowden syndrome (PTEN) [10-12] these factors account only for a very small number of patients, with most cases of glioblastoma being diagnosed sporadically. Although there is some evidence for an inverse association of glioma risk and allergic disease the reason for this association remains unclear [13]. Although a trend towards a slight increase in the incidence of brain tumors in developed countries has been reported [14,15], this may be attributed to more readily available diagnostic imaging. However uncommon (3/100000 population per year) glioblastoma continue to be among the most clinically relevant human cancers posing a persistent clinical challenge due to lack of satisfactory treatments. The current standard of care for newly diagnosed glioblastoma (ndGB) involves maximum safe surgical resection followed by a combined therapy of external beam radiation and chemotherapy. The latest significant improvement in the treatment of glioblastoma dates back to 2005 when the alkylating agent temozolomide (TMZ) was added to radiation therapy (RT) as a part of standard therapy for glioblastoma [16]. Although the RT+TMZ regimen offers only a modest survival advantage compared to RT alone (median survival 14.6 vs. 12.2 months, respectively, 5-year survival 9.8%, [16] and is beneficial to only a subgroup of patients with glioblastomas lacking MGMT [17]. TMZ remains a mainstay of chemotherapy for glioblastoma due to lack of better options. An inevitable recurrence after standard therapy is the ultimate cause of death from glioblastoma. Currently, there are no treatments for recurrent glioblastoma (recGB), with the lack of therapeutic options precluding any chance of disease control after recurrence [5,18].

Glioblastomas recur nearly inevitably after (or even during) standard therapy with tumour recurrence after the initial treatment being the ultimate cause of death [19]. For recGB, there is no standard treatment. Despite intensive efforts in the past decade to define therapeutically effective treatments for recGB none of the regimens tested yielded significant results [5,19,20]. Most of investigational therapies tested so far in recGBs have been based on a hypothesis-testing approach aiming at addressing the following possibilities 1) Improving clinical outcomes through repeated application of the principle modules of standard unspecific therapy (surgery, RT or TMZ) in recGBs 2) Improving clinical outcomes through target-oriented treatments interfering with intrinsic (angiogenesis, invasion/adhesion/ECM remodelling, proliferation) or extrinsic (tumour-associated immunosuppression) mechanisms in recGB. So far, none of the studies testing various regimens of cytotoxic or targeted therapies (alone or in combination with components of standard chemotherapy) in recGBs provided level one evidence for clinically significant improvement of survival in recGB [20]. Immunotherapeutic approaches based on autologous vaccination with dendritic cells have yielded some encouraging preliminary results in both ndGB and recGBs in a series of Phase I/II trials [21,22] but their confirmation in Phase III is still awaited. A comprehensive discussion of the outcomes of all completed trials on recGB has been covered in several recent reviews [5,19,20].

The hypothesis-generating approach to delineate treatment strategies for glioblastomas has been generally less explored primarily due to limitations of conventional low-throughput methodologies [23]. Recent radical advances in high-throughput methodologies have opened the possibility of a systematic genome-wide profiling of tumour specimens in a standardized fashion [24]. Genome-wide profiling has been instrumental in providing a molecular explanation for the limited efficacy of the "same-treatment-for-all" approach in glioblastoma [25-27] and failure of certain types of treatments, particularly TMZ (and possibly other alkylating agents), to provide clinical benefit to patients with recGB [27]. Comparative analyses of patient-matched ndGBs and recGBs in the TCGA study revealed that 60% of recGBs acquire novel mutations whose pattern is consistent with a so-called hypermutator phenotype [27]. One of the most striking revelations was an association between new mutation patterns emerging in recGBs with the MGMT promoter methylation status. It was found that recGBs with the methylated status of MGMT promoter (MGMT(Me+), silenced MGMT gene, TMZ sensitive phenotype) show a distinct pattern of mutations different from that in MGMT(Me-) (activated MGMT gene, TMZ resistant phenotype) tumours. Consistent with the absence of MGMT function, a non-random pattern of CT substitutions occurring preponderantly at non-CpG sites in MGMT(Me+) recGBs was found [28]. Moreover, the spectrum of genes affected by newly acquired mutations in MGMT(Me+) recGBs suggests the emergence of a deficiency in global DNA repair driven by TMZ treatment. These findings reveal a previously unsuspected duality of the effects of TMZ (and possibly other DNA alkylating agents) in glioblastomas depending on the MGMT status: On one hand, TMZ exerts a stronger killing effect on MGMT(Me+) ndGBs but on the other hand, sets a strong selection pressure to lose DNA repair function in recGBs with the methylated status of MGMT promoter background due to DNA repair deficiency. An important implication from these findings is that cytotoxic treatments may proactively promote the emergence of new patterns of aberrantly expressed genes/oncopathways in recGBs with further molecular diversification depending on the molecular type of initial tumour. As a consequence of such treatment-driven and molecular type-dependent evolution, recGBs may considerably deviate in their molecular landscapes from precursor tumors. In agreement with this hypothesis, comparative profiling has revealed considerable differences between ndGBs and recGBs in mutational spectrum, frequency of genomic rearrangements and gene expression patterns [29,30]. Notably, a considerable number of fusion transcripts identified in recGBs involve genes that have not previously been associated with gliomas suggesting that therapeutically actionable lesions in recGBs may differ from those identified in ndGBs. In the study by Riemer and co-authors more than 40% of recGBs showed genomic aberration patterns distinct from those in their ndGB counterparts [30]. Based on the degree of (dis)similarity with the patterns of genomic aberrations characteristic of ndGBs, recGBs could be stratified into distinct molecular types termed "equal", "sequential" or "discrepant" [30]. The existence of genetically distinct subgroups across recGBs further indicates that recGBs are molecularly heterogeneous tumours that may evolve through clonal selection proactively enforced by cytotoxic treatments. Indeed, several recent studies have provided convincing evidence for molecular drifts occurring during glioblastoma progression after (or under) standard therapy. Xiu et al. have compared 12 pairs of patient-matched ndGBs and recGBs and found profound changes in the spectrum of biomarkers including MGMT methylation in 94% of samples analyzed [31]. Importantly, loss of MGMT methylation was found to be a more frequent event than acquisition in recGBs. Similarly, Kim et al. found a high discordance rate of 29% in the expression level of targetable lesions when comparing 10 pairs of patient-matched ndGBs and recGBs [32]. That molecular patterns characteristic of a particular subtype of ndGB undergo dynamic changes during recurrence [33] further supports the general hypothesis that recGBs are molecularly distinct from ndGBs and that independent assessment of biomarkers in recGBs is a
prerequisite for developing effective treatments in the setting of glioblastoma recurrence.

**Molecular Stratification of Recurrent Glioblastoma: Challenges and Possible Solutions**

There is a growing realization of the need for molecular classification as a pre-requisite to improve the diagnostic accuracy and develop treatment stratification schemes for recGB [4]. High-throughput profiling has been instrumental in identifying four major molecular subtypes of glioblastoma termed classic, pro-neural, proliferative and mesenchymal [26,34]. The four subtypes described by Phillips et al. have now been widely accepted in neurooncology research as the standard for molecular grading of glioblastomas [35-41]. The past decade has been marked by an explosion of exploratory investigations that have applied high-throughput omics to characterizing (epi)genome, transcriptome and metabolome in ndGBs and recGBs [42-44]. For recGBs, high-throughput profiling data are considerably scarcer [25,31-33]. One of the constraining factors is the limited availability of recGB tissue samples due to the fact that only around 25% of patients are considered for open surgery after recurrence [20] and that diagnostic biopsy is not routinely justified for recGBs due to lack of effective treatment options that can be derived from such a biopsy. An even greater constraint is posed by difficulties in obtaining patient-matched metachronous tumour samples in order to identify true changes associated with glioblastoma progression independent of inter-patient molecular heterogeneity. Another common limitation of existing studies is that profiling was mostly done using a single tumour sample. Such an approach relies upon the assumption that a single tumour sample is representative for the whole tumour. Glioblastomas are notorious for their high degree of intratumoural heterogeneity manifest in spatial and temporal pattern of molecular, phenotypic and functional diversity (Figure 1).

Recent studies [44,45] and our own research (Figure 1) reveal significant variations in the patterns of genomic alterations and gene expression between multiple samples derived from the same tumor. Intriguingly, Sottoriva et al. showed co-existence of different molecular patterns within the same tumor that were previously thought to be associated with clinically distinct subtypes of glioblastoma [26,34]. The underlying interconnected mechanisms involved in the emergence of intratumoural heterogeneity in glioblastoma involve genetic diversification and clonal expansion driven by inherent genomic instability [46], dynamic interconversions between distinct cell states and molecular patterns [47,48] and, in the setting of tumour recurrence, treatment-dependent molecular adaptation as discussed above.

The phenomenon of intratumoural heterogeneity has important implications for the interpretation of molecular data obtained from a single tumour sample and argues for the need to analyse multiple samples from the same tumour in order to minimize the risk of sampling bias [49]. While the association between intratumoural heterogeneity and development of treatment resistance has been widely recognized there are several challenging issues specific to glioblastomas. One is that implementing a multisampling approach to recGBs is not a trivial task in a clinical setting. For recurrent glioblastoma re-operation is considered justified under the premise that a number of criteria are met. These include the feasibility of gross total resection, likelihood of palliation of neurological deficits after surgery, low risk of developing new neurological deficit due to surgery, no contraindication to surgery due to the patient's general physical condition. However, the majority of recGBs are not suitable for resection at progression because of their invasion into eloquent brain causing neurological deterioration, spread through the ventricular system or the CSF pathways, and multifocal pattern [50]. One possible way to compensate for these limitations may be a biopsy-based approach to collecting tumour tissue samples. It has recently been shown that biopsy samples of 5-10 mm³ are well suited for performing high-throughput multiparameter profiling (genomic aberrations and gene expression patterns) in glioblastomas [44]. Using a multisampling approach Parker and co-authors showed that nearly half of the tumours in a set of 14 ndGBs and recGBs had mixed patterns of gene expression allocated to different regions spatially separated within the same tumor. Although biopsy samples were obtained during surgery in this study, the finding that 5-10 mm³ biopsy sample is enough for high-throughput profiling raises the possibility that a stereotactic needle biopsy used sometime for conventional diagnostics of brain tumours may be a valuable asset in high-throughput profiling for molecular diagnostics.

Currently, routine use of stereotactic needle biopsy for conventional diagnostics of recurrent glioblastoma is limited primarily due to the absence of treatment options. Although it carries a low surgical risk recommendation of stereotactic biopsy for recurrent glioblastoma is justified only if the diagnostic information is required for treatment decisions, for example delineating progression from treatment-associated pseudoprogression. However, in the light of emerging data that high-throughput profiling may lead to the identification of therapeutically targetable lesions in recGB testing the feasibility of stereotactic biopsy as an approach to implementing genome-wide profiling for patient stratification in recurrent tumors is worth pursuing. In order to test this contention we propose a workflow for multisampling of glioblastoma tissue using a needle biopsy in conjunction with image-guided navigation (Figure 2).

![Figure 1: Heat map showing gene expression patterns identified in four regions from the same tumour.](image)
A standard brain biopsy needle was registered to an optical tracking navigation device and guided by mechanical guidance unit (top, left). The trajectory and targets of the biopsy needle is pre-planned using preoperative MRI and the virtual needle position can be tracked in real time through the navigation system (top, right). The trajectory of the biopsy needle is planned to allow multiple biopsies within different biopsy zones, avoiding areas such as tumour necrosis or hemorrhage. Within the biopsy zones multiple biopsies (typically 1-4) may be taken by rotating the biopsy needle to position the biopsy window to different biopsy sites. The volume of biopsy samples is 4-8 mm³.

Such an approach enables to plan biopsy needle trajectories and perform tissue sampling from morphologically different regions of the tumour using a minimum of trajectories (preferentially a single trajectory). Early results are encouraging and support the idea that needle biopsy-based multisampling is a feasible and safe approach for implementing the concept of molecular-based diagnostics and treatment design in the majority of patients with recurrent glioblastomas including cases of non-resectable recGBs (as well as non-resectable ndGBs) and patients in poor neurological condition that carry the worst prognosis.

While the role of intratumoural molecular heterogeneity in therapy resistance of glioblastoma has been a focus of current research the question remains of why some glioblastomas show fairly homogeneous profiles of gene expression across different regions [44]. Is it a reflection of a lesser degree of molecular heterogeneity in a subset of glioblastomas or ambiguity, which is inevitably associated with analyses of whole tumour tissue samples?

The remaining conceptual question is what criteria should be used to stratify distinct signatures identified within the same tumour with respect to their prognostic value? The key to its solution is to elucidate the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying glioblastoma progression especially during recurrence. In this regard, the impact of so-called glioma stem cells (GSCs) in treatment resistance and recurrence of glioblastomas has emerged as the primary focus of research. The current paradigm of gliomagenesis revolves around GSCs, which have been recognized as the most clinically relevant type of glioma cells that are primarily responsible for the maintenance of tumour growth [51]. Owing to their unique biological properties such as unlimited self-renewal propensity, infinite proliferative capacity, phenotypic and functional plasticity, and superior ability to survive cytotoxic insults that are lethal for non-stem glioma cells, GSCs have emerged as a key factor in therapy resistance and, consequently, a prime candidate for therapeutic targeting in GBs [52-56]. Delineating the molecular mechanisms underlying the GSCs ability to survive cytotoxic treatments and drive post-treatment growth of malignant gliomas has been recognized as the matter of prime importance to improve current therapeutic strategies. Dissecting the role of GSCs through whole-tissue analyses faces a number of methodological challenges mainly due to their rarity and non-homogeneous distribution within the tumour [57]. Furthermore, the relative number of GSCs undergoes dynamic changes during tumour progression [58,59]; last not least there is persistent uncertainty about GSCs markers [56,60]. A plethora of putative markers of GSC has been implicated in the past decade but their prognostic value remains uncertain. Adding further complexity, GSCs comprise diverse cell types differing in their phenotypic traits [60]. Despite the persistent uncertainty on GSC markers GSC can be selectively isolated based on the ability to propagate in vitro under self-renewal conditions and be identified by distinct biological properties related to stemness. These include the propensity for extended self-renewal, multipotentiality, ability to induce tumours and recapitulate morphological and molecular features of GBs in xenograft models [61]. Although it is generally accepted that GSCs are the closest from existing cell-based models of glioblastoma, there is no consensus in the literature on this point. Several studies have addressed the extent of resemblance between GSCs and tumour of their origin at the molecular level. It was shown that GSCs differ significantly in their gene expression and epigenetic signature from tumours of their origin, with GSCs isolated from ndGBs classified as mesenchymal (most aggressive) phenotype showing a proneural signature associated with less aggressive phenotype [47]. Conversely, it has also been shown that gene expression signatures closely match between GSCs and their tumours of origin [62]. Moreover, gene expression signatures characteristic of distinct glioblastoma subtypes were found to be more profound in GSCs than in their tumours of origin, likely reflecting the impact of intratumoural heterogeneity in tumour samples [62]. The reason for these discrepant findings remains unclear but may in part be attributable to heterogeneity of GSC types and intratumoural regional variations in the composition of GSC types [63]. By using single cell cloning approach Soeda and co-authors have recently shown that different types of molecularly distinct GSCs varying in the degree of tumorigenicity and drug sensitivities co-exist within the same tumour [63]. The emerging consensus is that intratumoural heterogeneity notorious in GBs is primarily contributed by GSCs owing to their inherent plasticity and capability to interconvert between different states [48]. The consideration of GSCs plasticity is especially important in the context of treatment-driven molecular drifts during glioblastoma recurrence. Several studies have shown that cytotoxic treatments such as radiation exposure induce transversion from a less aggressive to a more aggressive phenotype in GSCs [62]. A similar trend was revealed in the study by Huang et al. who used a different approach based on the comparison of GSCs isolated from patient-matched ndGB and recGB [64]. This study showed that GSCs isolated from recGB have a more aggressive phenotype than their precursor GSCs from ndGB [64]. Notably, cytogenetic analyses showed little difference in the patterns of genomic alterations between the two GSC populations further reinforcing the notion that global re-programming of gene expression provoked in GSCs by cytotoxic treatments may
occur in the absence of global changes in the patterns of genomic alterations. Adding a further level of complexity, cytotoxic treatments can induce the conversion of glioma cells from non-stem to the GSC phenotype, representing yet another mechanism of therapy resistance [65]. Altogether, these findings strongly support the paradigm of glioblastoma recurrence driven by GSCs and demonstrate that GSC faithfully recapitulate key aspects associated with glioblastoma progression, namely acquisition of treatment resistant phenotype and treatment-induced molecular drifts. Another advantage of GSC models is that they provide the possibility to delineate molecular consequences of defined regimens of individual treatments/treatment combinations taking into account the temporal frames and dynamics of treatment-induced changes in GSCs. In contrast, whole tissue analyses do not allow dissecting the impact of individual treatments/treatment regimens on different cell types due to clinical necessity of the concomitant use of radiation and chemotherapy. GSC-based models provide such an opportunity. Figure 3 illustrates an experimental strategy established in our group to delineate the molecular and biological consequences of different types of cytotoxic treatments in different types of GSCs.

Such an approach has several advantages compared to whole tissue analyses. First, the impacts of individual treatments/treatment regimens can be distinguished from mixed effects of combined treatment regimens. Second, the association between particular molecular subtypes of GSCs and therapy response can be delineated. Third, the temporal dynamics of treatment-induced molecular changes can be characterized. The latter aspect is directly related to the issue of optimal timing of a treatment switch to catch up with adaptive molecular changes induced by initial therapy.

Figure 3: Experimental approach to identifying treatment-specific changes induced in GSC. To obtain treatment-resistant GSCs, treatment-naïve GSCs isolated are subjected to defined regimens of clinically relevant treatments and expanded in vitro. Isogenic pairs of treatment-naïve and treatment-selected populations can then be compared directly and in parallel on the cellular, molecular and tissue levels.

Personalized Medicine Paradigm for the Treatment of Brain Tumours: Framework, Costs and Feasibility

The three pillars of the personalized medicine paradigm are 1) high-throughput molecular profiling of individual tumors, 2) bioinformatics analyses of molecular readouts and 3) coordinated action of clinical oncologists to translate bioinformatics predictions into clinical practice by designing personalized treatments adapted to individual risk factors and patients’ specific characteristics. Consequently, the successful implementation of this paradigm requires an interdisciplinary network to ensure a fast turnaround time from diagnosis to individualized treatments. Recent advances in molecular biotechnology and bioinformatics now make this a realistic task. Next Generation Sequencing (NGS, also known as high-throughput sequencing) provides standardized means of identifying genomic alterations, aberrant transcripts as well as undefined genomic regions (promoters, exons, non-coding RNAs and their variants, repetitive sequences, pseudogenes) and epigenetic patterns [66] with an unprecedented depth of informational output. Whole genome coverage, quantitative readouts, lesser impact of inter-performer variability due to the high depth of informational output. Whole genome coverage, quantitative readouts, lesser impact of inter-performer variability due to the high level of standardized procedures and increasing affordability make NGS-based profiling an emerging standard methodology for molecular-based diagnostics.

Bioinformatics analytic tools are central in the application of “big data” in genomics and in translation of gene expression to clinical practice. Thus far, there are two major approaches, i.e. those based on the mutation analysis and those based on gene expression profiling. Most of existing predictor modes profile only a limited number of biomarkers, cover only a minor fraction of target drugs, and are limited to a particular type of cancer. It is clear now that more universal methods are required to rank a maximum number of existing drugs. Conveying the NGS gene-level data to the cellular signalling pathway level is key to predict functional consequences from transcriptomic profiling. However, most of the models cannot use data from multiple sequencing platforms, cannot efficiently handle the high-throughput quantification of pathway activation scores for individual biological samples required for clinical use and cannot meet the time frame needed for treatment of glioblastomas [67]. A method termed Oncofinder was recently developed for predicting target drug efficacy based on a patient’s cancer-specific pattern of signalling pathway activation, particularly for pathways including molecular targets of respective drugs [68]. The enclosed algorithm operates with the so-called Pathway Activation Strength value, which is a qualitative characteristic of pathway activity in a cancer sample. This approach was used to identify molecular features accounting for the tumor response to target drugs in cell-based models [69] and patients [70]. In glioblastoma, 59 abnormally regulated intracellular signaling pathways could be revealed by Oncofinder [71]. Based on this knowledge patient/patient group specific response to various anticancer target drugs expressed by a value termed “drug score” can be predicted [68]. Drug scores for glioblastoma patients varied greatly and showed very strong individual patterns. Many tyrosine kinase inhibitors and monoclonal antibodies, which have never been used for glioblastoma treatment, showed high drug scores in individual cases (own unpublished data). This suggests that a personalized mode of treatment stratification for glioblastoma patients will be more effective than the current “one-treatment-for-all” treatment scheme.

Surgical and neurooncological treatment of brain tumors is costly and for malignant CNS tumors of limited effectiveness. Whereas the gain in overall survival time and quality of life for glioblastoma patients has made some progress, the funding spent per treatment of an average glioblastoma patients covering expenses on radiographic and histological diagnostics, surgical treatment, radiation treatment, neurooncological management, pharmaceuticals, and palliative care has been growing constantly. In Europe, a significant increase in costs
associated with treatment of malignant gliomas has been primarily due to addition of TMZ as concomitant and adjuvant treatment, now administered well beyond six cycles originally evaluated in the pivotal EORTC trial with some extended protocols continuing TMZ until disease recurrence. This has increased the costs over radiation therapy alone significantly [72]. In Germany for example, now costs covered by health insurance companies for TMZ alone are on the order of a hundred million euros. In the USA treatment costs for concomitant radiation TMZ chemotherapy in the first year after surgery amounted to total healthcare costs of $184,000 per glioma patient compared to $88,827 for patients without adjuvant therapy [73]. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) for cost per gained life-year corresponds to €37,361 [74]. The global costs associated with treatment of malignant gliomas in 2013 reached $301 million and projected to double in the next decade. In the face of growing cancer burden and global economic slowdown, the need in new effective treatments that would be affordable for the majority of cancer patients is pressing as never before. Only a few years ago, the relatively high costs and long runtime have limited the utilization of high-throughput profiling in clinical diagnostics. Currently the situation is rapidly changing due to the rapid drop of NGS costs in recent years and broader availability of this methodology through the commercial biotechnology sector.

We have recently pioneered a workflow integrating specific expertise in clinical neurooncology, high-throughput profiling of gene expression and bioinformatics analysis for pathway activation and treatment prediction in glioblastomas (www.omicsglioma.com). Tissue specimens from surgical resections or stereotactic biopsies of malignant brain tumors using a multisampling approach are snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C.

Specimens are divided for the neuropathology evaluation and high-throughput profiling by RNA sequencing. Extracted RNA with a RIN value of >7 is then used for the preparation of stranded RNA libraries. After the quality control (QC) of the sequencing libraries RNA-sequencing is performed using the NextSeq 500 system from IlluminaTM at a sequencing depth of 25−75 M reads with 2×150 bp read length.

After bioinformatics analysis with TopHat 2 [75], Cufflinks 2 [76], Isaak Variant caller [77] and TopHat-Fusion [78] the data are further analyzed using the OncoFinder algorithm. Based on a hierarchical ranking of aberrantly functioning genes and cellular pathways anti-cancer agents with the closest match to the molecular profile of individual patients can be identified and ranked based on a score value assigned by the Oncofinder software.

The generated list of drug candidates provides an instructive recommendation that can further be used by neurooncologist for evaluation of individual risk profiles and design of treatment plans. Such an integrative approach based on task segmentation between academic medical centers and biotechnology and bioinformatics companies could provide means to accelerate the implementation of personalized diagnostics and its application in clinical practice.

Currently, personalized therapy is available only at academic medical centers in high-income countries. This is in large due to centralization of non-overlapping expertise (clinical care, availability of high-throughput methodology and bioinformatics specialized in multiparameter analysis of different datasets) required to implement personalized medicine in large academic centers.

Conceptually, a different type of framework based on task segmentation can be developed to provide practicing neurooncologists outside of highly specialized centers access to state-of-the-art treatment design almost everywhere (Figure 4).

**Figure 4:** Integrative approach based on task segmentation to implement personalized diagnostics and treatment stratification for cancer.

**Global Outlook**

According to WHO projections an unprecedented 50% increase of annual cancer cases is expected within the next 2 decades [7,79]. A major contribution namely half of cancer death in 2008 occurs in low and middle income countries [79]. One of the reasons for the high rates of cancer deaths in low and middle income countries is insufficiency of cancer control measures and limited healthcare resources [79]. Considering the populations rapid growth and limited availability of adequate diagnostics and treatment modalities, establishing cost-effective neurooncology services in low and middle income countries where more than two thirds of all cancer deaths occur is a matter of urgent priority. A further persistent problem is the lack of accurate CNS tumor registries. For example, in Pakistan with its estimated population of more than 190 million in 2015, the epidemiological data and most of the reports on the incidence of brain tumors are based on single institution experiences [80]. Available data on molecular profiles in glioblastomas in South Asia suggests variations in the molecular profiles such as TP53 mutation, EGFR amplification, PTEN deletion and IDH1 mutation, when compared to the gliomas in North America [81,82]. The frequency of MGMT promoter methylation is also different from other populations across the world [83,84]. A study on TP53 in primary GBM has revealed new TP53 mutations in South Asian population, not reported in other populations [85]. Even though unproven, this may suggest distinct genomic, transcriptional, and epigenetic profiles in South Asian brain tumor patients. Consequently, different treatment strategies may be more effective in these populations. It is obvious that CNS tumors in low- and mid-income countries will have a significant socioeconomic impact with a foreseeable increase of resource burden on the healthcare sector in the future. This raises the question of strategies for future neurooncological services in developing countries. While it is obvious that low- and mid-income countries face a number of urgent problems requiring immediate solutions, the need in developing cost effective treatment strategies for brain tumors shares the same sense of...
urgency as in the rest of the world. In this regard, vast experience accumulated over more than 40 years of intense explorations of different therapeutic strategies since the declaration of War on Cancer [86] provides an extensive background that should be considered. In the context of the limited success of cytotoxic and targeted therapy approaches in glioblastoma, it is questionable whether neurooncological service in low- and mid-income countries should repeat the steps that have already proved limitedly effective in terms of outcome rates and costs. Does implementing the concept of “one-treatment-for-all” therapies at the edge of cost-effectiveness even in high-income countries make sense? The per capita income in Pakistan for example is $1513 [87] and almost all the cost for medical treatment and care is born by the patient directly; only a few in the upper income carry third-party payer health insurance. Given the high costs and limited success of conventional concomitant RT/TMZ chemotherapy for glioblastoma it seems questionable whether further investments into such strategies and development of the required infrastructure especially for low- and middle-income countries is a good investment in the future.

On the other hand, de novo establishment of neurooncology services should consider the recent paradigm shifts necessitating a change in previous views on the glioma biology and, consequently, treatment concepts. The major question is whether it is a realizable task to set up the platform for molecular profiling and personalized diagnostic in a mid-income country? We argue that it is not only possible but absolutely necessary, to prevent a foreseeable loss in time, efforts and funds associated with establishing standard therapeutic regimens that have already proved to have low clinical efficacy and limited cost-effectiveness.

The explosive development of the biotechnology industry in recent years provides the possibility of rapid turnaround in obtaining readouts from tumour specimens. With improvement of high-throughput sequencing technology and increasing availability of these platforms the costs per biopsy will continue to decrease. Currently, with $1000 per analysis the costs are approaching those of conventional diagnostics for malignant gliomas. Further, NGS profiling of the transcriptome inherently includes expression levels of diagnostic molecular markers including the transcripts of the MGMT gene, IDH1 and other markers currently screened for in routine profiling of recurrent glioblastoma. In this fashion may replace some of the conventional histology-based diagnostic procedures. The global shift from the geographic site-associated towards a web-based working mode interaction provide the possibility to build molecularly-guided individualized therapy practically at any site on the planet with the only requirement being accessibility to the internet and shipping service. Clearly, while all technical processes can be out sourced to specialized facilities located anywhere, onsite presence of interdisciplinary oncological teams familiar with the specific pharmacological characteristics of anti-cancer agents and specific risk profiles in a given patient will be required. Especically considering differences in the spectrum of anti-cancer agents available (and affordable) in different countries. In the context of South Asia, the availability of specific expertise in the field of natural products is of particular relevance. Traditionally oncologists in South Asia use natural products in cancer therapy. In fact, natural products or natural product-derived molecules constitute a major part of the FDA approved anti-cancer agents with Taxanes, Vinca alkaloids, podophyllotoxins and camptothecin being only some of the examples. Considering that molecular targets for many natural products and their derivatives are known, molecular profiling offers the possibility for molecular-based prediction of potentially effective natural products using the drug-repositioning approach [88]. On the experimental level pharmaceutical databases can be screened to identify compounds known to interfere with these pathways to include such candidates into the bioinformatics drug scoring and specific prediction models for gliomas.

Conclusion

Inevitable recurrence after standard cytotoxic therapy is a major challenge in the treatment of clinical management of glioblastomas. The need for therapies that would be effective against recurrent glioblastoma remains an urgent matter since decades. Recent advances in high-throughput profiling promoted molecular understanding of glioblastoma recurrence and led to the emergence of the current consensus that recurrent glioblastomas are molecularly distinct from their precursor tumours. An immediate implication is that therapeutically targetable lesions in recGBs may be distinct from those identified in ndGBs. A molecular classification of recurrent glioblastomas is prerequisite to the identification of molecular biomarkers and potential targets in these tumours. Glioma stem cells have emerged as a key determinant of intratumoural heterogeneity in both newly diagnosed and recurrent glioblastoma. In addition to inherent mechanisms underlying intratumoural heterogeneity treatment-driven selection is an important determining factor of the molecular diversification of recurrent glioblastoma. The implementation of personalized approach to the treatment of glioblastomas is a matter of global importance. Despite existing challenges the implementation of personalized approach to the treatment of glioblastoma in developing countries is a feasible task, which may be realized through the international, interdisciplinary and mutually beneficial networking between clinicians, academia and biotechnology sectors.
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